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21st Century Criminology: A Reference Handbook
"This is an exceptional book that comprehensively covers the interface between
psychology and criminology regarding an empirical understanding of crime. It is
written in an engaging and accessible manner, nicely linking key themes in order
to situate the contribution of psychology to theories of criminal behaviour,
strategies for informed practice, and contemporary challenges. It should prove to
be an incredible resource for students, but also be of interest to researchers and
clinicians. I cannot recommend this text more heartily." Dr Ralph Serin, Carleton
University, Canada "James McGuire is one of the leading international experts on
what works in reducing reoffending, and he has written an extremely valuable and
accessible textbook on psychology and crime. The book is a clearly written, wellresearched and up-to-date survey of important contributions of psychology to key
criminological issues. It is especially noteworthy for its illuminating reviews of
cognitive-social learning theories, risk factors and longitudinal studies, risk
assessment, cognitive-behavioural programmes and meta-analyses of treatment
effectiveness." Professor David Farrington, Institute of Criminology, University of
Cambridge What contributions can psychology make to our understanding of
crime? How can psychological models and research help to prevent crime and
reduce repeat offending? This highly readable book discusses the complex
relationships between psychology, criminology and criminal justice. Challenging
the assumptions of those who object to the use of psychology within criminology,
this book shows how a methodical approach to the study of criminal behaviour can
generate both systematic findings and practical solutions to problems. McGuire
argues for a broader understanding of crime, based on factors such as the
individual's cognitive and emotional development, in addition to the influences of
socialization, peer groups, and the social and economic environment. He highlights
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the value of understanding 'pathways' to offending behaviour, and the critical
points at which choices are made. Topics include: Theoretical and empirical
research foundations of 'criminogenic risk factors' Theory turned into practice - the
development of offending behaviour programmes A psychological perspective on
some core concepts in criminology: retribution, deterrence and incapacitation
Major practical applications of psychology in policing, prosecution and sentencing
This authoritative and stimulating text is essential reading for students in
criminology and psychology and for criminal justice practitioners and policy
makers.

Understanding Psychology and Crime
Theories of Delinquency is a comprehensive survey of the theoretical approaches
towards understanding delinquent behavior. It includes discussions and
evaluations of all major individualistic and sociological theories, presenting each
theory in a standard format with basic assumptions, important concepts, and
critical evaluations of the relevant research.

Homicide
As more individuals own and operate Internet-enabled devices and more critical
government and industrial systems rely on advanced technologies, the issue of
cybercrime has become a crucial concern for both the general public and
professionals alike. The Psychology of Cyber Crime: Concepts and Principles aims
to be the leading reference examining the psychology of cybercrime. This book
considers many aspects of cybercrime, including research on offenders, legal
issues, the impact of cybercrime on victims, punishment, and preventative
measures. It is designed as a source for researchers and practitioners in the
disciplines of criminology, cyberpsychology, and forensic psychology, though it is
also likely to be of significant interest to many students of information technology
and other related disciplines.

Juvenile Justice
Instructors - Electronic inspection copies are available or contact your local sales
representative for an inspection copy of the print version. 'This fascinating book
examines some of the ideological underpinnings of forensic psychological research,
policy and practice. It is refreshingly reflective and a significant contribution to the
field. I strongly recommend it.' - Professor Graham Towl, Durham University and
formerly Chief Psychologist at the Ministry of Justice 'The strength of this book is
the complexity of concepts and topics covered mean that it is suitable for students
who wish to be challenged.’ - Dr Louise Almond, University of Liverpool 'This is a
book for people who like to think. It presents the realities of practice with the
challenges of theory and asks the reader to shake off complacency. It is insightful
and challenging but most of all, it is very readable.' - Professor Joanna R. Adler,
Middlesex University Students of Forensic Psychology need to learn how to
combine practical skills such as report writing or assessments with a critical
understanding of both theory and the wider political and policy landscape that
surrounds the profession. Mapped to the British Psychological Society’s Stage One
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and Two training requirements for forensic psychologists Forensic Psychology:
Theory, Research, Policy and Practice will help you understand how these crucial
areas of the profession interact and how they can shape one another. Throughout
the text the authors provide a detailed analysis of key concepts, debates and
theories while weaving in insights and reflections from key professionals, ensuring
you have the necessary knowledge and skills to pass assignments and get past the
stage 2 supervised practice requirements en route to becoming a qualified forensic
psychologist. This text will be essential reading for all those on MSc Forensic
Psychology courses, and will also be a useful reader for those on practitioner
doctorates as well as the already qualified needing to keep up with the CPD. The
book is also a useful companion to professionals in allied criminal justice
professions.

Criminological Theories
A two-volume handbook that explores the theories and practice of correctional
psychology With contributions from an international panel of experts in the field,
The Wiley International Handbook of Correctional Psychology offers a
comprehensive and up-to-date review of the most relevant topics concerning the
practice of psychology in correctional systems. The contributors explore the
theoretical, professional and practical issues that are pertinent to correctional
psychologists and other professionals in relevant fields. The Handbook explores the
foundations of correctional psychology and contains information on the history of
the profession, the roles of psychology in a correctional setting and examines the
implementation and evaluation of various interventions. It also covers a range of
topics including psychological assessment in prisons, specific treatments and
modalities as well as community interventions. This important handbook: Offers
the most comprehensive coverage on the topic of correctional psychology Contains
contributions from leading experts from New Zealand, Australia, Europe, and North
America Includes information on interventions and assessments in both community
and imprisonment settings Presents chapters that explore contemporary issues
and recent developments in the field Written for correctional psychologists,
academics and students in correctional psychology and members of allied
professional disciplines, The Wiley International Handbook of Correctional
Psychology provides in-depth coverage of the most important elements of the field.

The Criminal Brain
The authors have systematically surveyed the research in wide-reanging fields to
assemble new scientific evidence on who commits crime and why.

Contemporary Social Psychological Theories
"This is one of the best texts I have seen in a whileIt makes the world of
criminology less daunting and more relevant." —Allyson S. Maida, St. John’s
University Introduction to Criminology, Tenth Edition, is a comprehensive
introduction to the study of criminology, focusing on the vital core areas of the
field—theory, method, and criminal behavior. With more attention to crime
typologies than most introductory texts, Hagan and Daigle investigate all forms of
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criminal activity, such as organized crime, white collar crime, political crime, and
environmental crime. The methods of operation, the effects on society and policy
decisions, and the connection between theory and criminal behavior are all
explained in a clear, accessible manner. A Complete Teaching & Learning Package
SAGE Premium Video Included in the interactive eBook! SAGE Premium Video tools
and resources boost comprehension and bolster analysis. Preview a video now.
Interactive eBook Includes access to SAGE Premium Video, multimedia tools, and
much more! Save when you bundle the interactive eBook with the new edition.
Order using bundle ISBN: 978-1-5443-6676-0. Learn more. SAGE coursepacks
FREE! Easily import our quality instructor and student resource content into your
school’s learning management system (LMS) and save time. Learn more. SAGE
edge FREE online resources for students that make learning easier. See how your
students benefit. .

The Legacy of Anomie Theory
From a look at classics like Psycho and Double Indemnity to recent films like Traffic
and Thelma & Louise, Nicole Rafter and Michelle Brown show that criminological
theory is produced not only in the academy, through scholarly research, but also in
popular culture, through film. Criminology Goes to the Movies connects with ways
in which students are already thinking criminologically through engagements with
popular culture, encouraging them to use the everyday world as a vehicle for
theorizing and understanding both crime and perceptions of criminality. The first
work to bring a systematic and sophisticated criminological perspective to bear on
crime films, Rafter and Brown’s book provides a fresh way of looking at cinema,
using the concepts and analytical tools of criminology to uncover previously
unnoticed meanings in film, ultimately making the study of criminological theory
more engaging and effective for students while simultaneously demonstrating how
theories of crime circulate in our mass-mediated worlds. The result is an
illuminating new way of seeing movies and a delightful way of learning about
criminology. Instructor's Guide

A General Theory of Crime
Criminology Today: An Integrative Introduction 6e is a clear, contemporary and
comprehensive introduction to the study of criminology. Offering a thematic
approach that contrasts the social responsibility and social problems approaches to
crime theory, the book encourages students to think critically about the causes of
crime. Completely up-to-date, this edition includes new Professor Speaks excepts,
links to cutting-edge articles, and MyCrimeKit activities that encourage students
explore how security and freedom interface in an age of increasing globalism.

Criminology Today
Designed for upper-level senior and graduate criminological theory courses, this
text thoroughly examines the ideas and assumptions underlying each major
theoretical perspective in criminology. It lays bare theorists' ideas about human
nature, social structure, social order, concepts of law, crime and criminals, the
logic of crime causation and the policies and criminal justice practices that follow
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from these premises. The book provides students with a clear critical, analytic
overview of criminological theory that enable enformed evaluative comparisons
among different theorists.

The Psychology of Cyber Crime: Concepts and Principles
The epidemic of mass rape in the former Yugoslavia has illustrated once again, and
in particularly brutal fashion, the inextricable relationship between national
politics, sexual politics, and body politics. The nexus of these three forces is highly
charged in any culture, at any time in history, but especially so among cultures in
which rapid, even cataclysmic, changes in material realities and national selfconceptions are eroding or overwhelming previously secure boundaries. The
postcommunist moment in the so-called Second World--Central and Eastern Europe
and the former Soviet Union--has dramatically exposed the opportunities and
dangers that arise when the political, cultural, and economic foundations of a
society are de- and then re-structured. Gender roles and relations, expressions of
sexuality or attempts to recontain them, representations of the body, especially
the female body, and the larger, cultural meanings it assumes, are particularly
marked sites to witness the performance of complex national dramas of crisis and
change. This groundbreaking volume turns its attention to the Second World,
specifically to such subjects as the birth of the sex media and porn industry in
Russia; Russian women and alcoholism; cinema in post-communist Hungary;
patriotism and gender in Poland; sexual dissidence in Eastern Europe; and women
in the former Yugoslavia. [ go to the Genders website ]

Developmental Theories Of Crime And Delinquency
Juvenile Justice: An Introduction, 8th edition, presents a comprehensive picture of
juvenile offending, delinquency theories, and how juvenile justice actors and
agencies react to delinquency. It covers the history and development of the
juvenile justice system and the unique issues related to juveniles, offering
evidence-based suggestions for successful interventions and treatment and
examining the new balance model of juvenile court. This new edition not only
includes the latest available statistics on juvenile crime and victimization, drug
use, court processing, and corrections, but provides insightful analysis of recent
developments, such as those related to the use of probation supervision fees;
responses to gangs and cyber bullying; implementing the deterrence model
(Project Hope); the possible impact of drug legalization; the school-to-prison
pipeline; the extent of victimization and mental illness in institutions; and
implications of major court decisions regarding juveniles, such as Life Without
Parole (LWOP) for juveniles. Each chapter enhances student understanding with
Key Terms, a "What You Need to Know" section highlighting important points, and
Discussion Questions. Links at key points in the text show students where they can
go to get the latest information, and a comprehensive glossary aids
comprehension.

Criminology
This sixth volume of Advances in Criminological Theory is testimony to a resurgent
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interest in anomie-strain theory, which began in the mid- 1980s and continues
unabated. Contributors focus on the new body of empirical research and theorizing
that has been added to the anomie tradition that extends from Durkheim to
Merton. The first section is a major, 75-page statement by Robert K. Merton,
examining the development of the anomie-and-opportunity-structure paradigm
and its significance to criminology., The Legacy of Anomie Theoy assesses the
theory's continuing usefulness, explains the relevance of Merton's concept of
goals/means disparity as a psychological mechanism in the explanation of
delinquency, and compares strain theory with social control theory. A
macrosociological theoretical formulation is used to explain the association
between societal development and crime rates. In other chapters, anomie is used
to explain white-collar crime and to explore the symbiotic relationship between
Chinese gangs and adult criminal organizations within the cultural, economic, and
political context of the American-Chinese community.

The Wiley International Handbook of Correctional Psychology
In Developmental Theories of Crime and Delinquency, Terence P. Thornberry and
his contributors show that criminal behavior is not a static human attribute, but
ebbs and flows over the life course of the individual. Criminal behavior tends to
follow a distinct psychological pattern. It is relatively uncommon during childhood,
is initiated by most offenders during adolescence, flourishes during late
adolescence and early childhood, and usually diminishes or disappears by the midtwenties. This pattern is not characteristic of all people--some never commit crimes
and others become career criminals--but it is a general description of the
developmental pattern of criminal offenders. This pattern has profound
implications for theories of crime and delinquency. Not only does it explain
initiation into, maintenance of, and desistance from involvement in crime, it offers
insight into why crime flourishes during adolescence. Traditional theories of crime
and delinquency have often failed to distinguish among different phases of criminal
careers. They tend to ignore developmental changes that occur across a person's
life course, changes that coincide with and can explain the causes and patterns of
criminal behavior. This paperback edition of the seventh volume of the
distinguished series Advances in Criminological Theory moves us from static
identifications of the criminal by presenting a broad range of developmental
explanations of crime. Each contributor articulates a developmental or life course
perspective in explaining how people become involved in delinquency and crime.
Each covers a wide range of theoretical territory and reveals how a developmental
perspective enhances the explanatory power of traditional theories of crime and
delinquency. This volume is an invaluable tool for criminologists, sociologists,
psychologists, and other professionals seeking to teach how crime and violence
can be understood in our culture.

Psychological Criminology
In Criminological Theories, the noted criminologist Ronald Akers provides thorough
description, discussion, and appraisal of the leading theories of crime/delinquent
behavior and law/criminal justice - the origin and history of each theory and its
contemporary developments and adherents. Akers offers a clear explanation of
each theory (the central concepts and hypotheses of each theory as well as critical
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criteria for evaluating each theory in terms of its empirical validity). Researchers
and librarians, as well as general readers, will find this book a very useful tool and
will applaud its clear and understandable exposition of abstract concepts.

Criminological Theory
An Introduction to Crime and Crime Causation is a student-friendly textbook that
defines and explains the concepts of crime, criminal law, and criminology. Ideal for
a one-semester course, the book compares and contrasts early criminal behavior
and today‘s modern forms of crime. It also explores society‘s responses to criminal
behavior in the past

Criminal Behavior
For undergraduate and graduate courses in criminal behavior, criminology, the
psychology of crime, crime and delinquency, and forensic psychology. A
comprehensive psychological approach to criminal behavior. Accurate, researchedbased, contemporary, and comprehensive: Criminal Behavior: A Psychological
Approach, Tenth Edition, builds on the excellence established in previous editions.
The text offers a detailed look at crime, what may lead to it, and how criminal
behavior may be prevented, all from a psychological perspective. Focusing on
serious crimes, particularly those involving violence, Criminal Behavior offers a
comprehensive look at this complex field with effective and engaging material that
has been classroom-tested for over thirty years.

Theories of Crime
By articulating a general theory of crime and related behavior, the authors present
a new and comprehensive statement of what the criminological enterprise should
be about. They argue that prevalent academic criminology—whether sociological,
psychological, biological, or economic—has been unable to provide believable
explanations of criminal behavior. The long-discarded classical tradition in
criminology was based on choice and free will, and saw crime as the natural
consequence of unrestrained human tendencies to seek pleasure and to avoid
pain. It concerned itself with the nature of crime and paid little attention to the
criminal. The scientific, or disciplinary, tradition is based on causation and
determinism, and has dominated twentieth-century criminology. It concerns itself
with the nature of the criminal and pays little attention to the crime itself. Though
the two traditions are considered incompatible, this book brings classical and
modern criminology together by requiring that their conceptions be consistent with
each other and with the results of research. The authors explore the essential
nature of crime, finding that scientific and popular conceptions of crime are
misleading, and they assess the truth of disciplinary claims about crime,
concluding that such claims are contrary to the nature of crime and, interestingly
enough, to the data produced by the disciplines themselves. They then put forward
their own theory of crime, which asserts that the essential element of criminality is
the absence of self-control. Persons with high self-control consider the long-term
consequences of their behavior; those with low self-control do not. Such control is
learned, usually early in life, and once learned, is highly resistant to change. In the
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remainder of the book, the authors apply their theory to the persistent problems of
criminology. Why are men, adolescents, and minorities more likely than their
counterparts to commit criminal acts? What is the role of the school in the
causation of delinquincy? To what extent could crime be reduced by providing
meaningful work? Why do some societies have much lower crime rates than
others? Does white-collar crime require its own theory? Is there such a thing as
organized crime? In all cases, the theory forces fundamental reconsideration of the
conventional wisdom of academians and crimina justic practitioners. The authors
conclude by exploring the implications of the theory for the future study and
control of crime.

The Psychology of Criminal Conduct
The Psychology of Criminal and Antisocial Behavior: Victim and Offenders
Perspectives is not just another formulaic book on forensic psychology. Rather, it
opens up new areas of enquiry to busy practitioners and academics alike, exploring
topics using a practical approach to social deviance that is underpinned by frontier
research findings, policy, and international trends. From the relationship between
psychopathology and crime, and the characteristics of catathymia, compulsive
homicide, sadistic violence, and homicide victimology, to adult sexual grooming,
domestic violence, and honor killings, experts in the field provide insight into the
areas of homicide, violent crime, and sexual predation. In all, more than 20
internationally recognized experts in their fields explore these and other topic, also
including discussing youth offending, love scams, the psychology of hate, public
threat assessment, querulence, stalking, arson, and cults. This edited work is an
essential reference for academics and practitioners working in any capacity that
intersects with offenders and victims of crime, public policy, and roles involving the
assessment, mitigation, and investigation of criminal and antisocial behavior. It is
particularly ideal for those working in criminology, psychology, law and law
enforcement, public policy, and for social science students seeking to explore the
nature and character of criminal social deviance. Includes twenty chapters across a
diverse range of criminal and antisocial subject areas Authored by an international
panel of experts in their respective fields that provide a multi-cultural perspective
on the issues of crime and antisocial behavior Explores topics from both victim and
offender perspectives Includes chapters covering research, practice, policy,
mitigation, and prevention Provides an easy to read and consistent framework,
making the text user-friendly as a ready-reference desktop guide

Psychopathy
Crime is an expensive aspect of society, and each year huge amounts of public
money are spent on the courts, police, probation services, and prisons, while the
human costs in terms of pain, fear and loss is incalculable. Psychology and Crime
comprehensively covers the vital role of psychological theories and methods in
understanding and managing criminal behaviour. It analyzes in depth the
application of psychological findings to a range of serious crimes, such as arson,
violent crime, and sexual crime. It examines the use of psychology by the police
and the courts and discusses the role of psychology in crime reduction strategies.
Written by a leading authority on the subject and informed by over twenty years of
teaching experience, the second edition of this popular text has been thoroughly
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revised and updated to take account of the most recent research in the field. New
features also include: Expansive coverage of the development of criminal
behaviour; Chapter summaries and end-of-chapter discussion points; Text boxes
throughout highlighting key issues, debates and brief histories; Supplementary
online resources at www.routledge.com/cw/hollin. Psychology and Crime is an
essential introduction and reference for undergraduate and postgraduate students
in psychology, criminology, sociology and related subjects. It also represents an
invaluable resource for professional training courses and anyone planning a career
in the criminal justice system.

Introduction to Criminology
Rich in historical and contemporary theory and research, Criminal Behavior:
Theories, Typologies, and Criminal Justice is a comprehensive core text that
provides an interdisciplinary overview of criminal behavior by examining relevant
crime theories, explanations of how and why crime typologies are developed,
literature reviews for major crime categories, and discussions of how crime
theories and crime typologies are used throughout the criminal justice process.
Focusing on relevant themes and current issues, this text also looks closely at
categorizations of criminal behavior, the relationship between crime and pop
culture, mass media, and computer technology, and gender issues and crime. This
engaging book applies theory and research to real-world criminal justice practice.
Key Features and Benefits: Applies theory and research to concrete examples of
criminal justice practice in law enforcement, public safety, courts/law, and
corrections Explores real-world examples and contemporary issues–using chapteropening vignettes, illustrative photos and graphs, boxed real-life case studies, and
an interdisciplinary framework—making the text lively and engaging Views crime
as a dynamic, changing phenomenon and examines how mass media and
computer technology shape criminal behavior in a unique chapter on crime, media,
and technology that addresses cybercrime and copy cat crimes—topics that
fascinate students Examines feminist issues and cultural criminology, reviewing
the role of gender and culture in shaping criminal behavior Boasts full chapters on
political crime and economic crime—subjects often ignored in other texts Includes
comparative information throughout, giving students an international perspective,
as well as topical coverage relating to race, ethnicity, and gender issues Ancillaries
A Student study site at www.sagepub.com/helfgottstudy includes self-quizzes, eflashcards, NPR and Frontline audio and video clips, SAGE Journal articles, and
more. Instructor Resources on CD include test questions, PowerPoint slides, and inclass exercises. Contact Customer Care at 1.800.818.7243 to request a copy.
Intended Audience This core text offers contemporary insight on criminal behavior
for undergraduate and graduate students in criminology and criminal justice,
psychology, and related fields.

Crime Human Nature
Homicide examines the incidence and prevalence of homicide in major western
nations, covering the biological, psychological and social roots of homicide from
genetic and evolutionary perspectives, but also considering emotions and the
influence of peers. Different types of homicide are discussed, with final chapters
covering tactics for investigation and homicide prevention. Students and
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instructors in the areas of forensic science, sociology, criminology, psychology,
psychiatry, justice and criminal justice at the university level will find this book to
be a comprehensive resource, as will those researching homicide and related
topics. Provides an up-to-date examination of homicide, including rates, causes
and responses to from an international point-of-view Includes multiple homicide
types (serial, spree and mass), ideological homicide, and domestic and sexual
homicide, amongst others Uses historical and current research and theory on
homicide from around the world

Crime and Criminality
Applied Social Psychology: Understanding and Addressing Social and Practical
Problems is an excellent introductory textbook that helps students understand how
people think about, feel about, relate to, and influence one another. The book is
unique in that it provides a balanced emphasis on social psychological theory and
research. Editors Frank W. Schneider, Jamie A. Gruman, and Larry M. Coutts
examine the contributions of social and practical problems in several areas
including everyday life, clinical psychology, sports, the media, health, education,
organizations, community psychology, the environment, and human diversity.

Criminological and Forensic Psychology
This book provides step-by-step procedures to help police administrators execute
their duties and fulfill their responsibilities more effectively, efficiently and
productively. Divided into sections-behavioral aspects of police management,
functional aspects of police management, and modern police management: major
issues-it introduces the reader to a broad range of topics with which all police
managers should be familiar.

Criminality in Context
Unprecedented in the way it draws on many different theories to explain crime and
violent phenomena, this highly readable book is sure to fascinate readers.

Theories of Crime
The contribution of psychological research to the prevention of miscarriages of
justice and the development of effective investigative techniques is now
established to a point where law enforcement agencies in numerous countries
either employ psychologists as part of their staff, or work in cooperation with
academic institutions. The application of psychology to investigation is particularly
effective when academics and practitioners work together. This book brings
together leading experts to discuss the application of psychology to criminal
investigation. This book offers an overview of models of investigation from a
psychological and practical view point, covering topics such as investigative
decision making, the presentation of evidence, witness testimony, the detection of
deception, interviewing suspects and evidence-based police training. It is essential
reading for students, researchers and practitioners engaged with police practice,
investigation and forensic psychology.
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"The Jukes" : a Study in Crime, Pauperism, Disease, and
Heredity
Crime and Behaviour: An Introduction to Criminal and Forensic Psychology is the
first textbook to provide a detailed overview of criminal psychology in Singapore.
The textbook puts together ideas relating to crime, crime prevention, and criminal
psychology, as it occurs in the Singaporean context. While leveraging on
psychology as an anchor, the book adopts a multidisciplinary perspective and
examines the forensic sciences angle, legal issues, and the investigative
perspectives of crimes.The chapters cover criminal justice agencies in Singapore,
theories of crime, deception and lying behaviors, sex crimes, violent crimes, crime
prevention, terrorism, and psychology applied in legal settings. Each chapter
contains case studies of actual cases and ends with questions for discussion and
research, making this a valuable text for courses in university and in law
enforcement settings.This textbook has several unique features, such as:

Criminal Behavior: Pearson New International Edition
Psychopathy remains one of the least understood personality disorders and one of
the most intransigent to therapeutic amelioration. Encompassing all the significant
viewpoints regarding the nature of psychopathic personalities, this volume surveys
current typologies and treatment approaches.

Criminology Goes to the Movies
Psychological Criminology addresses the question: what is it about individuals and
their experiences that cause them to commit crime and/or to become criminal?
This book provides a comprehensive coverage of psychological theories of crime
and criminality, exploring theories focusing on factors present at birth (human
nature, heredity); theories that focus on factors that influence the offender over
the lifespan (learning, development); and theories focusing on factors present at
the crime scene. It emphasizes the connections among the different approaches,
and demonstrates how, taken together rather than as rival explanations, they
provide a more complete picture of crime and criminality than each provides
individually. Theories are arranged throughout the book in a temporal sequence,
from distal to proximal causes of crime. The analysis spans 100,000 years, from
the evolutionary roots of criminal behaviour in the ancestral environments of early
humans on the African savana, to the decision to engage in a specific criminal act.
Key features of the book include: a focus on theory – ‘explaining’ crime and
criminality, an integrative approach, accessible to readers who do not have a
background in psychology. Psychological Criminology highlights the contributions
that psychological theory can make to the broader field of criminology; it will be of
interest to students, academics, researchers and practitioners in both criminology
and forensic psychology.

Criminal Behavior
In this groundbreaking book that is built on decades of work on the front lines of
the criminal justice system, expert psychologist Craig Haney encourages
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meaningful and lasting reform by changing the public narrative about who
commits crime and why. Based on his comprehensive review and analysis of the
research, Haney offers a carefully framed and psychologically based blueprint for
making the criminal justice system fairer, with strategies to reduce crime through
proactive prevention instead of reactive punishment. Haney meticulously reviews
evidence documenting the ways in which a person's social history, institutional
experiences, and present circumstances powerfully shape their life, with a special
focus on the role of social, economic, and racial injustice in crime causation. Haney
debunks the "crime master narrative"--the widespread myth that criminality is a
product of free and autonomous "bad" choices--an increasingly anachronistic view
that cannot bear the weight of contemporary psychological data and theory. This is
a must-read for understanding what truly influences criminal behavior, and the
strategies for prevention and rehabilitation that follow.

Crime Linkage
Criminological and Forensic Psychology is a brand-new theoretically rigorous,
practically relevant, engaging and fun introduction to this broad and fascinating
field. It covers both the conceptual basis within which psychology knowledge is
applied in forensic contexts and the practical applications of psychology to the
criminal civil justice systems. Key Features: Case studies, which include the James
Bulger investigation in Chapter 5, are woven into every chapter to bring the topic
to life and encourage the application of knowledge by placing you in the full
context of a criminal case, showing you how psychological theories can be used to
explain real-life crimes. In-depth exploration of the fascinating courtroom process
including separate chapters on The Defendant's Mind and The Jury. A dedicated
chapter on research methods specific to forensic psychology to help you do your
research project around this topic. A Companion Website available at
www.sagepub.co.uk/gavinCFP is provided to support learning and includes chapterby-chapter multiple choice questions to test understanding of the topic, additional
case studies to reinforce learning, and links to further readings to continue your
exploration of the subject.

An Introduction to Crime and Crime Causation
Rich in historical and contemporary theory and research, Criminal Behavior:
Theories, Typologies, and Criminal Justice is a comprehensive core text that
provides an interdisciplinary overview of criminal behavior by examining relevant
crime theories, explanations of how and why crime typologies are developed,
literature reviews for major crime categories, and discussions of how crime
theories and crime typologies are used throughout the criminal justice process.
Focusing on relevant themes and current issues, this text also looks closely at
categorizations of criminal behavior, the relationship between crime and pop
culture, mass media, and computer technology, and gender issues and crime. This
engaging book applies theory and research to real-world criminal justice practice.
Key Features and Benefits: Applies theory and research to concrete examples of
criminal justice practice in law enforcement, public safety, courts/law, and
corrections Explores real-world examples and contemporary issues–using chapteropening vignettes, illustrative photos and graphs, boxed real-life case studies, and
an interdisciplinary framework—making the text lively and engaging Views crime
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as a dynamic, changing phenomenon and examines how mass media and
computer technology shape criminal behavior in a unique chapter on crime, media,
and technology that addresses cybercrime and copy cat crimes—topics that
fascinate students Examines feminist issues and cultural criminology, reviewing
the role of gender and culture in shaping criminal behavior Boasts full chapters on
political crime and economic crime—subjects often ignored in other texts Includes
comparative information throughout, giving students an international perspective,
as well as topical coverage relating to race, ethnicity, and gender issues Ancillaries
A Student study site at www.sagepub.com/helfgottstudy includes self-quizzes, eflashcards, NPR and Frontline audio and video clips, SAGE Journal articles, and
more. Instructor Resources on CD include test questions, PowerPoint slides, and inclass exercises. Contact Customer Care at 1.800.818.7243 to request a copy.
Intended Audience This core text offers contemporary insight on criminal behavior
for undergraduate and graduate students in criminology and criminal justice,
psychology, and related fields.

Forensic Psychology
This text, first published in 2006, presents the most important and influential social
psychological theories and research programs in contemporary sociology. Original
chapters by the scholars who initiated and developed these theoretical
perspectives provide full descriptions of each theory and its background,
development, and future. This second edition has been revised and updated to
reflect developments within each theory, and in the field of social psychology more
broadly. The opening chapters of Contemporary Social Psychological Theories
cover general approaches, organized around fundamental principles and issues:
symbolic interaction, social exchange, and distributive justice. Following chapters
focus on specific research programs and theories, examining identity, affect,
comparison processes, power and dependence, status construction, and
legitimacy. A new, original piece examines the state and trajectory of social
network theory. A mainstay in teaching social psychology, this revised and
updated edition offers a valuable survey of the field.

Applied Social Psychology
The increasing portrayal of forensic investigative techniques in the popular media
CSI, for example, has resulted in criminals becoming "forensically aware" and more
careful about leaving behind physical evidence at a crime scene. This presents law
enforcement with a significant problem: how can they detect serial offenders if
they cannot rely on p

The Psychology of Criminal Investigation
Criminology has experienced tremendous growth over the last few decades,
evident, in part, by the widespread popularity and increased enrollment in
criminology and criminal justice departments at the undergraduate and graduate
levels across the U.S. and internationally. Evolutionary paradigmatic shift has
accompanied this surge in definitional, disciplinary and pragmatic terms. Though
long identified as a leading sociological specialty area, criminology has emerged as
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a stand-alone discipline in its own right, one that continues to grow and is clearly
here to stay. Criminology, today, remains inherently theoretical but is also far more
applied in focus and thus more connected to the academic and practitioner
concerns of criminal justice and related professional service fields. Contemporary
criminology is also increasingly interdisciplinary and thus features a broad variety
of ideological orientations to and perspectives on the causes, effects and
responses to crime. 21st Century Criminology: A Reference Handbook provides
straightforward and definitive overviews of 100 key topics comprising traditional
criminology and its modern outgrowths. The individual chapters have been
designed to serve as a "first-look" reference source for most criminological
inquires. Both connected to the sociological origins of criminology (i.e., theory and
research methods) and the justice systems' response to crime and related social
problems, as well as coverage of major crime types, this two-volume set offers a
comprehensive overview of the current state of criminology. From student term
papers and masters theses to researchers commencing literature reviews, 21st
Century Criminology is a ready source from which to quickly access authoritative
knowledge on a range of key issues and topics central to contemporary
criminology. This two-volume set in the SAGE 21st Century Reference Series is
intended to provide undergraduate majors with an authoritative reference source
that will serve their research needs with more detailed information than
encyclopedia entries but not so much jargon, detail, or density as a journal article
or research handbook chapter. 100 entries or "mini-chapters" highlight the most
important topics, issues, questions, and debates any student obtaining a degree in
this field ought to have mastered for effectiveness in the 21st century. Curriculardriven, chapters provide students with initial footholds on topics of interest in
researching term papers, in preparing for GREs, in consulting to determine
directions to take in pursuing a senior thesis, graduate degree, career, etc.
Comprehensive in coverage, major sections include The Discipline of Criminology,
Correlates of Crime, Theories of Crime & Justice, Measurement & Research, Types
of Crime, and Crime & the Justice System. The contributor group is comprised of
well-known figures and emerging young scholars who provide authoritative
overviews coupled with insightful discussion that will quickly familiarize
researchers, students, and general readers alike with fundamental and detailed
information for each topic. Uniform chapter structure makes it easy for students to
locate key information, with most chapters following a format of Introduction,
Theory, Methods, Applications, Comparison, Future Directions, Summary,
Bibliography & Suggestions for Further Reading, and Cross References. Availability
in print and electronic formats provides students with convenient, easy access
wherever they may be.

The Ashgate Research Companion to Biosocial Theories of
Crime
In response to exciting developments in genetics, neuroscience and evolutionary
psychology, a number of criminologists have embraced the position that criminal
behaviour is the product of biological, psychological, and sociological factors
operating together in complex ways. They have come to realize that if they are to
capture the dynamic nature of criminal behaviour then they must span multiple
levels of analysis and thus multiple disciplines. The explosion of interest in this
field of biosocial criminology over the past ten years means that the time is ripe for
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this research companion aimed at graduate students and scholars, giving them an
essential overview of the current state of research in the field. The authors are
experts in a variety of disciplines (sociology, psychology, biology, criminal justice,
and neuroscience), but they all have in common a strong interest in criminal
behaviour. This unique book is essential and accessible reading for all students and
scholars in the field.

Theories of Delinquency
Connections among theory, research, and practice are the heart and soul of
criminology. This book offers a comprehensive and balanced introduction to
criminology, demonstrating the value of understanding the relationships between
criminological theory, research, and practice in the study of crime and criminal
behavior. Utilising a range of case studies and thought-provoking features, it
encourages students to think critically and provides a foundation for understanding
criminology as a systematic, theoretically grounded science. It includes: A
comprehensive overview of crime in American society, including the nature and
meaning of crime and American criminal law as well as the scientific study of
crime, A concise, straightforward, and practical approach to the study of the
American criminal justice system and its various components, including individual
chapters on police, courts, and corrections, An overview of criminological theory,
including classical, biological, psychological and sociological approaches, A survey
of typologies of criminological behavior including interpersonal violent crimes,
property crime, public order crime, organized and white collar crime, state crime,
environmental harm and cybercrime, Concluding thoughts exploring challenges
facing criminal justice policy and the future of criminological theory. This new
edition has been thoroughly revised and updated and includes brand new chapters
on corrections, courts, criminal law, law enforcement, and technology and
cybercrime. It is packed with useful and instructive features such as themed boxed
case studies in every chapter, critical thinking questions, lists of further reading,
and links to e-resources. A companion website includes PowerPoint slides for
lecturers, links to useful resources, and lists of further reading.

Crime And Behaviour: An Introduction To Criminal And Forensic
Psychology
"'The Jukes' is a pseudonym used to protect from aspersion worthy members of the
family therein studied, and for convenience of treatment, to reduce the forty-two
family names included in the lineage to one generic application. An author who,
under such circumstances, puts forth a work requiring great precision of statement
and freedom from preconceived bias, is bound to state. The second paper is the
result of an examination of felon convicts on a very ample schedule, covering their
physical, mental, moral and ancestral traits to test the accuracy of what purports
to be the public records of crime in this State; to establish the value of expert work
in making a minute census of the prison population, including the trustworthiness
of convict testimony, and to lay the basis for a wider and more thorough
application of the method of research pursued in the study of the 'Jukes'"--Preface.
(PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2011 APA, all rights reserved).
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Psychology and Crime
Designed as a stand-alone or for use with Curran & Renzetti's Theories of Crime,
2/e (Allyn & Bacon, © 2001), this reader contains excerpts from criminologists'
writings on many of the most recent sociological, biological, and psychological
theories of crime. Editors Renzetti, Curran, and Carr have compiled one of the most
thorough books on the market in terms of presenting diverse theoretical
perspectives. They offer introductions to each theory, briefly outlining the theory's
strengths and weaknesses, and provide a set of discussion questions at the end of
each theory. Excerpted readings were chosen for their accessibility to all students.

The Psychology of Criminal and Antisocial Behavior
Presenting a clear, comprehensive review of theoretical thinking on crime, this
book encourages students to develop a deeper understanding of classic and
contemporary theories and provides an interdisciplinary approach to criminology
through the contributions of sociology, psychology and biology. A key text for any
undergraduate student following programmes in criminology and criminal justice,
Theories of Crime covers topics such as: the historical context of crime biological
explanations for criminal behaviour psychological explanations for criminal
behaviour sociological explanations for the criminal behaviour the criminal
behaviour of women the criminal behaviour of ethnic minorities. By adopting an
interactive approach to encourage students to react to the text and think for
themselves, this book distinguishes itself from others in the field and ensures its
place as a valuable teaching resource. The student-centred nature of the book is
further enhanced by reflective question breaks throughout the text, chapter
summaries, suggested further reading and web sites.
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